
High volume emergency surgery units do not improve
outcomes, report finds
Anne Gulland
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Themove to centralised services for emergency general surgery
would not improve outcomes or reduce mortality rates, a report
has found.1

The Nuffield Trust looked at the problems facing emergency
general surgery and found that the “widely held perception that
centralisation will drive up quality” did not hold true. It found
that there was no clear relationship between the number of
procedures performed and surgical outcomes.
The report, commissioned by the Royal College of Surgeons of
England, found that there was little variation in mortality
between sites that performed a large number of procedures and
those that did not. The report looked at hospital episode statistics
at 154 sites in England between 2009-10 and 2012-13 to
compare mortality rates between those that performed a large
number of procedures and those that did not.
It found that hospitals that performed around 50 or fewer major
emergency surgical procedures annually had a mortality rate of
just over 12%. Sites that performed more than 250 procedures
a year had a mortality rate of just under 12%, and sites that
performed 51 to 100 procedures annually had the lowest
mortality rate of about 11%.
When researchers looked at very low volume sites—those
performing less than 20 procedures annually—they found that
there was no clear pattern of higher mortality.
The report said, “It may be that what is done is far more
important than where it is done. Indeed, learning from centres
of best practice could potentially improve outcomes for all
patients regardless of whether they have surgery at a high or
low volume site.”
The report said that the quickest way to improve outcomes was
the systematic use of protocols and pathways, particularly for

laparotomy and cholecystectomy. It also recommended the use
of checklists, such as the World Health Organisation’s surgical
safety checklist, and care bundles.
However, the report warned about the overuse of such tools and
said that they needed to be used in conjunction with clinical
skills and experience.
The report highlighted the failure to adhere to best practice. For
example, the National Emergency Laparotomy Audit 2015
found that nearly a quarter of patients (23%)who needed surgery
within two hours did not reach theatre within the recommended
timeframe.2

The report also found that the move towards specialisation and
subspecialisation was leading to a loss of generalist skills. Some
surgeons interviewed in the report spoke of occasions where
specialist gastrointestinal surgeons had been unwilling to
perform cholecystectomies, leading to a backlog of cases.
The report called for the skillset of surgical trainees to be
broadened with more training in general surgery. It mooted the
introduction of a new specialty: emergency general surgery.
Another suggestion was that trainees could specialise after they
had become consultants.
A drop in the number of trainees was also a problem and the
report recommended the development of advanced nurse
practitioners and physician associates to address gaps in the
workforce.

1 The Nuffield Trust. Emergency general surgery: challenges and opportunities. 2016. www.
nuffieldtrust.org.uk.

2 National Emergency Laparotomy Audit. The first patient audit of the national emergency
laparotomy audit. 2015. www.nela.org.uk/.
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